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LEADING UK DISTRIBUTOR 
PENLAW RELIES ON 
PINNACLE TO KEEP ITS 
IT IN PEAK CONDITION

CLIENT PROFILE

Established in 1977, Penlaw is a family business 
that has grown to become the UK’s #1 independent 
distributor of drywall and associated products, with an 
annual turnover approaching £75 million.

The company’s branch network extends to London, 
East Anglia, the North West and the North East, 
serving customers who are typically subcontractors to 
large construction firms. A few numbers show the size 
of the challenge facing Penlaw managers in running 
a business dedicated to providing fast, quality service: 
from 7 depots across the country, a fleet of 43 trucks 
makes twice-daily deliveries to customer sites. At any 
one time, the business holds £4 million of stock. A 
trade counter service offering a 15-minute turnaround 
to smaller businesses and the public accounts for 4% 
of sales.



“OUR DEPOTS ABSOLUTELY 
DEPEND ON IT, SO EVERY MINUTE 
OUR INFRASTRUCTURE IS OUT OF 
ACTION MEANS LOST BUSINESS 
AND LOST REVENUE, BOTH FOR 
PENLAW AND OUR CUSTOMERS. 
TIME IS MONEY! THAT’S WHY WE 
WOULD NEVER CUT CORNERS 
ON SUPPORT.”

MEETING DEMAND COUNTRY-WIDE

Penlaw has been a Sage user for around twelve years 
and a customer of Pinnacle for support on Sage and 
the company’s IT infrastructure for the last eight. 

It’s no exaggeration to say that Sage 1000 is the 
lifeblood of the business. Roland Alexander, Systems 
Manager at Penlaw, explains, “Except for delivery 
route planning, our Sage 1000 business management 
system supports every business function – the whole 
works. Our depots absolutely depend on it, so every 
minute our infrastructure is out of action means 
lost business and lost revenue, both for Penlaw and 
our customers. Time is money! That’s why we would 
never cut corners on support.”

Pinnacle managed the migration to Sage 1000 when 
previous Sage solution reached end of life, a major 
move that entailed a widescale hardware upgrade but 
proved straightforward under Pinnacle’s management. 

Pinnacle has also supplied, installed and supported 
security products to safeguard the company’s 
business systems and the valuable data stored on 
them, as well as supplying and supporting Microsoft 
Office 365.

pinnacle-online.com



Support for Penlaw’s 
growing user base 
The critical nature of Penlaw’s IT infrastructure makes 
professional support essential. So in addition to 
managing migrations and upgrades, Pinnacle 
provides day-to-day technical support to users across 
the business. 

Roland filters calls for support and then relies on 
the Pinnacle support team to respond to queries and 
resolve them remotely, whether the user has asked 
for help with running a report, solving a performance 
issue or unblocking a login problem.

He praises the responsive support received from the 
Pinnacle team, “Whether it’s a hardware or software 
issue, Pinnacle assigns the task to the person best 
placed to provide a fast resolution. They’re always 
good and always quick. If it’s a trickier problem, they 
persevere till they find a resolution.”
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NON-STOP EXPANSION 

“For Roland, it makes 
sense to have a one-stop 
shop for IT support in 
working with Pinnacle. It 
frees him to take a more 
strategic approach to the 
company’s IT, rather than 
firefighting user issues.”
As he points out, having support for hardware and 
software, IT security products and the network 
infrastructure all under one roof means Pinnacle is 
accountable for everything: “I have just one backside 
to kick, should it ever be necessary!” 

The relationship is not only about reactive problem-
solving: regular reviews ensure Penlaw continues to 
get the most out of its Sage system, with Pinnacle 
advising on improvements to ensure there is sufficient 
processing power, RAM and storage to meet current 
business needs and known future requirements.

This proactive approach is essential in such a rapidly 
expanding business: 12 years ago the original Sage 
system supported just two depots. Today there are 
seven depots and over 60 heavy users of the system 
in functions ranging from sales to accounting to stock 
ordering. Another system upgrade is currently under 
way and, at the current rate of expansion, another will 
be required within a few years.
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CUTTING OUT PAPER 

The company is on a mission to reduce reliance on 
paper-based processes across the business. There 
are several objectives for this initiative: to minimise 
the associated costs of purchasing, storing and 
filing paper; to work more efficiently; and to improve 
customer service. Pinnacle has supported this 
development, with the recent integration of 
document-scanning software for proof of delivery 
and purchase invoices.

Roland says, “When you consider that any business 
has to store seven years’ worth of records, this 
consumes a lot of resources. In our case, with 43 
trucks out on the road throughout the working week, 
we generate huge numbers of delivery notes.”

The business and its customers are already 
experiencing the benefits. Ready access to electronic 
copies enables a fast response if a customer queries a 
delivery on the invoice. “Rather than trawling through 
filing-cabinets, we can to call up the delivery note 
and email it straight from the system, saving a lot 
of time and effort in the process,” says Roland.  He 
sums up, 

TRUST IS A HUGE PART OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP AND WE TRUST 
PINNACLE IMPLICITLY. THEY’RE 
LIKE AN EXTENSION OF OUR TEAM, 
IN SUPPORTING OUR DAY-TODAY
OPERATION AND HELPING US 
TO STAY OUT IN FRONT IN OUR 
APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY 
TO SUPPORT THE BUSINESS.
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